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Introduction
Fucking Machines is like a mixture of old time bondage and futuristic science fiction blended together
to create a site where man and machine join forces to summon huge orgasms out of ladies who are not
used to being poked and prodded by such unusual devices!

Adult Review
The website has some special characteristics that make it unlike any other. Fucking Machines is part porn site and part mad
scientist's laboratory! It features 390 exclusive updates that include women being brought to orgasm by the most amazing
contraptions ever assembled.
  
  These aren't just store bought gizmos or slightly modified tools, these are entire rigs specifically designed and machined to
exacting specifications for the sole purpose of getting women to cum hard, fast and often!
  
  With high resolution photos in 1200x800 and quality HD video in resolutions as high as 854x400 widescreen, you will be
able to see every moment of the action in crisp detail. You can practically smell the gasoline engines and taste the warm
droplets of nectar being freed from the pretty pink vaginas of the Fucking Machines test-pilot pornstars.
  
  The interface itself is nothing special, which is surprising considering how much time and effort has obviously been put into
making the Fucking Machines. It would have been nice to see a better search feature and a more interesting design to look at -
however the feedback system, .zip download functionality and inclusion of iPod formatted content for perverts on the go
were all welcome features. Best of all, the tour and the members area use the identical interface so when you take the tour
you can see for yourself exactly what you are getting once you join.
  
  By far, the most interesting aspect of the Fucking Machines site is that the actual machines used in these movies are for sale!
Is The Tongue serious about that? You bet your ass it's for real! Some of the machines are priced as high as a few thousand
dollars, others are available for a few hundred. Just browsing the sale price list and seeing the machines is reason enough to
take the tour and join this site!

Porn Summary
These Fucking Machines are truly unbelievable. The amount of time, effort and craftsmanship put into each of them shows
just how much the producers of this site care about their members and the orgasms of their female performers. You can tell in
every scene that the ladies riding them appreciate all the attention they get because their orgasms are real and intense!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Every update will have you wondering what they will think of next!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 75
Support: 80 Unique: 90    Taste: 88        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, BDSM, Big Cocks, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, PornStars, SexToys
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